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ABSTRACT 
Improvement and modernity of Iran were occurred trough new dynasty and its center was 
Pars state, I. e, the ancient land in the southwest of Iran were nearly thousand years ago the 
first tribes were deployed . The throne was ascended to the dynasty of imperial kings who 
introduced themselves as the successor of Achaemenes. They deprived Parthian of the 
advantages of the monarchy and they believed that monarchy was their right. After 
that,sassanians ascended to the throne with long conflict and established a national 
government on the basis of a national religion and civilization that perhaps in the aspect of 
Iranian there was not like it throughout long history of Iranians. Formation of a strong and 
central power and formation of a regular and well-trained army as well as internal was 
precision organization that was under the responsibility of the office were deposited. Over 
400 years sassanians governed on a large country with geographical and social diversity 
mainly Iran such that theirs truly was famous among their successors after their falling and 
also they were a good pattern to follow them. More important, Sassanid government was 
relied on kings’ knowledge of civil rules and their dominance on the state affairs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Direct resources related to the beginning of Sassanid era make us to image generally social state of Iran. 

Such a pyramid was strongly so that it was impossible to pass from one stage to the one. Shahanshah(king) was 

on the top of this pyramid. It included four stratums which were added to them from top to bottom. These 

people were the pillars of society and they consisted the basis of feudal. Also they gave a hand in its 

administration. Sassanid administrations formed another pyramid. Chanceller or prime minister was on the top 

of this pyramid and he particularly had power on his hand. Of course, he did it more or less under the effective 

supervision of king. Aperson, who was in this charge, could be as a king successor when king was absence. As a 

king successor, he handled the political affairs. Also he was on the top of all ministries or courts where were 

administrated by secretaries. The purpose of this study is to investigate administrative organizations in Sassanid 

era. 

 

Sassanid government organizations:  

 In new country, social classifications were on the basis of Holy Books but there were some changes. 

Basically four classifications have been mentioned. based on Pahlavi religious literatures , first class was 

clergymen ( atherosclerosis ) second class was war ( Rtyshtaran ), third class was farmers ( vasteryumenshiun) , 

and the fourth class was craftsmen ( Hotakhshan ) . But there was another classification that writers put farmers 

and craftsmen together in fourth class (the state of nation,government, and court in Sassanidera,kristensen, p. 

29). 

 Since the classification of social faculties was correspondent to political situation , four large classifications 

emerged in Sassanid era : 1) religious companions ( Asarvan ) , 2) warriors ( Arthysharan ) , 3) the lord of pen 

and secretaries ( Daviran ) 4) masses ( Vasteryushanwich means shepherds and farmers ) .  

 Each of these classes was divided into several classes. Religious companions consisted of judges (Dadvar), 

pious persons (Mog) secretaries (MogHandarzbad). Each class had a head for example; the head of religious 

companions was mobez or mobezan(The state of nation, government and court,kvistensen, p. 30). There will not 

be doubt for the existence of organized power in SassanidEmpire if we look at what we know about 
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administrative and financial systems. There were seperately different government administration in 

differenregions, there was judicial system and its head supported hapless and judge thoroughout provenance 

(city). A statistician administered a higher level of financial system in a region and of course a civil 

administration that its head was usually shahrab(commander). Zoroastrain clergy had the same hierachy and 

local clergyman (Magi) was responsible to clergman in chief (Mobed). (Vastesarkhos& Sara 

Stovart,Tasmanians, p. 160). 

 

Iran boundary and the way of its administration in Sassanid era: 

 Before the ruling of Anushiravan, Iran was divided into some Parts and each Part was governed by a ruler. 

In this era, the name of khashtarpavan was used. Therefore, this name was most likely faded in the Arsacian era 

and state governor called border as frontire official. 

 Silver bed was granted to the great frontier official (pre- Islamic history of Iran,Pirnia,and p.258).  

 Anushiravan divided Iran into four parts. He called each part “pazgas“and named them according to four 

directions: 

 Avakhtar ( north ) , khorasan ( east) , noon ( south ) , khororan or khorbaran ( west ) . For each pazgas a 

ruler was set as “pazgasban“whodetermined governor and deputy – governor but legion was not under his 

control (pre- Islamic history of Iran,pirnia, p.96).  

 State governors, satrap or border guards were considered as high vanking government employees. In 

addition to border guards and mayors who had the epithet of king, there were low vanking border guards who 

governed the interior states (Iran in Sassanidera,kristensen, p.96).  

 In terms of economy, king sent border guards to their state and regarding to the policy at that time, the 

range of theor ruling specified their status (ibid. p. 96).  

 Dividing states into districts was just for administrative requirements. Neldakeh states that each of small 

districts was under the government of a shahring man who was selected from among peasants (Iran in 

Sassanidera,Kristiansen, p. 99). 

 Dividing Iran lands into provenance which were know as “satrapia“goes back to old times. Hero dot 

mentioned the term satrapia which goes back to Achaemenes. This term originally emerged from a word that 

had various meanings. It was used for provenance,city, state and country and later it was used for modern city 

(Iran cities in Parthian and Sassanid era, Biguloskia, p. 239).On the top of each satrap, a person under the name 

of “Strategos“was appointed. Dividing satrapies into smaller parts was called “Aparkia“that on the top of each 

one there was a person under the name of Aparkhos or Aparkh. The term “Aparkid“indicates that it was a small 

area with a single administrative system as the same as shahrestan(town). The word shahrestan has been derived 

from shahrthat is used in new Persianlanguage now. By third century (AD), Iran land division has a special from 

and it was the basis of state system. Words mentioned in reference verify it but like late Arabian literatures, they 

are not similar and equal to Pahlavi and Syriac literatures related to fourth and sixth centuries (AD). In this case, 

the word “shahr“(city) is noticeable that had been used as state and country (Iran cities in Parthian and 

Sassanidera,Biguloskia, p. 240).  

 Now let consider the word “Parkost” in Sassanid literatures. It was a large land consisted of several 

satrapias. Lexicology it means part (direction) and land. In Persian land divisions, the term “shahr” (city) has a 

remarkable status which is equal to country (Iranian cities in Parthian and Sassanid era, Bigulokia, p. 241). 

 The role of court in Sassanid era  

 Court is a Pahlavi word and it is used in a sense similar to administration. In Sassanid era, offices that were 

doing different state works such as tribute and army central offices, post offices and so on, were known as court. 

In central court, they were considered as ministries of the era. We don’t know the correct use of the word (court) 

but it seems that it had been used be for Sassanid era.  

 From what historians have written about Achaemenes, it can be inferred that this government had a regular 

administrative system and since Sassanians followed Achaemenid systems, they profited from Achamenid 

administrative system in their own ways. (Pre_Islamic Iran and its effects on the Islamic civilization, pp.67-68). 

  

The number of Sassanid courts:  

 We don’t have direct information about the number of Sassanid courts. However, we mostly face to 

historical versions describing the ways of administrative system and divisions at that time (ibid, p.72). In 

Sassanid era, tribute court was the most important court (ibid, p.92). Before Sassanid era, Iranian community 

was divided into three classes: 1) religious leaders, 2) armies, 4) farmers and craftsmen. Another group was 

added to them that was secretaries. Based on their jobs, secretary class was divided into several classes. 

According to Tensor, letter in the thesis book and accounting books, in Sassanid era, secretaries were divided 

into seven groups which are as followings: 

1. Dad dibhar or secretary of justice. 

2. Shahramardibhar or secretary of tax and state income  

3. Kazak amardibhar or secretary of royal special income. 
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4. Kanzamardibhar or secretary of treasury. 

5. Akhoramardibhar or secretary of royal stables. 

6. Atashamardibhar or secretary of income of temples. 

7. Ravanganamardibhar or secretary of charity (pre-Islamic culture of Iran and its effects on Islamic 

 civilization, Mohammad Mohammadi, p.100 & Iran in Sassanid era, kristensen, p.95). 

 Tabari uses the term “ministers” and “secretaries” in a way as if there were two groups of figures that 

would be the deputy for each other (Iran pre-Islamic culture, Mohammad Mohammadi, p.95). 

 Sassanid imperial land affairs were resolved in several administrations (in Persian means court) with a 

maximum accuracy. We don’t have direct information about the numbers of courts and its administrative 

subjects. It is just clear that king used different seals to write secret matters, letters, bloosheding order, charts of 

ceremonies and imitations. It shows that there is at least one court for each of above mentioned branches. It is 

assumed that this list is not complete and there were courts for ammunitions and post. In addition, it was very 

strange that the most important branches of office, i.e. Tribute, did not included courts while there were courts 

during Ummaya and Abbasi caliphates.(State of nation, government and empire, Kristiansen, p.66). 

 Secretaries were talent in writing reports and political treaties as well as official letters. This group could 

occupy other administrative statuses except for the courts.Their jobs weresecretariat services, letter delivery, 

judicial appointments and honors, military and financial affairs. It was the main post and its head was a director 

who presided over a group of accountants, collectors and agents. Also it was a great charge since it related to the 

all affairs of the country (Iran history from beginning to Islam, Roman Grishman, and p.315). 

 

Secretaries and other agents of central administration:  

 The power of secretaries on Iran agricultures is very remarkable. Iranians have always noticed the 

arrangement of affairs. All official documents and personal letters had to be written according to a given style. 

In these letters, figures’ moral and religious advices, poems, jokes and sort of these were quoted and they 

created a subtle collection. 

(Iran in Sassanid era,Kristiansen, p 94). 

 The most proficient secretaries and the best calligraphers were employed in court and the others were 

turned over governors. Therefore, secretaries were considered as real politicians. They arranged all kinds of 

documents and they had all letters, they recorded royal commands they estimated the sum of costs, they 

administrated state account, they had to write peacefully and justly as well as knowledgeably when they wanted 

to write letters to enemies and opponents and sometimes they wrote to them in a threatening way. If enemy won, 

secretary’s life was over. For instance, Shapor, the son of Ardeshir I, killed Bandad, the secretary of last Arcian 

king because he wrote an offensive letter to Ardeshir on his king part (ibid. p. 95).  

 It was upon the statesman in authority of secretariat to receive original seal from the office and then he sent 

it to minister of secretariat in order to provide an appropriate writing. After that the minister of secretariat sent it 

to the statesman in authority again. After checking it and making sure of all conditions that a royal letter or 

command had to have, he presented it to the king (Iran history and culture during the transition from Sassanid 

era to Islamic era, Mohammad MohammadiMalaryeri , p. 172). 

 When king of Iran commanded something, statesman in authority wrote it in the presence of king. 

Statesman in authority had an employee who recorded his notes personally on the memorandum and at the end 

of each month the king sealed it as it in clouded all seals during that month and then it was sent to the treasury 

(idib.p.168). 

 Seal was a short writing that included the abstract of matters. It should be issued according to the letter or 

command received from a royal court. Due to its rhetoric in a few terms, it became as a criterion for wise 

secretaries to show their art (ibid.168). 

 Ibnmoqaffa who is knowledgeable and sage man during the history of Iran, explained the seals of an Iranian 

king which was used for state affairs follows:  one seal for secret letters, on seal for ordinary letters and royal 

count, one seal for property bestowal and epithet, and one seal for tax (pre-Islamic Iran and its effects on Islamic 

civilization, Mohammad Mohammadi, p.72). 

 Kristensen considers each of seals as a representative of a specific court and believes that this narration 

includes all costs of Sassanid era and it is wisdom to say that in addition to these, there were other courts for 

army, post office, mint, weights and maybe royal domains and so on. Tribute court was most likely considered 

as the most important court (ibid, p.73). 

 Masoudi explained KhosrowAnushiravan’s seals for following works: 

1. For tax  

2. For commands issued to bestow properties or tract of land assigned to an influential person. 

3. For post offices (ibid, p.73). 

Masoudi explained KhosrowPaeviz’s seals for the following works: 

1. For letters and commands. 

2. For memorandums. 
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3. For post offices. 

4. For patent and letters used to forgiving culprits. 

5. For king’s treasury, clothes, jewelries and perfumes. 

6. For murdering. 

7. For letters in reply to foreign kings (ibid, p.73). 

 There were different administrations in Iran. Documents issued from different clients and sealed on the part 

of kings were provided as written rules that had to be performed. Belazari used Ibnmoqaffa’s writings and 

mentioned that king of Iran (Shahanshah) had certain seals and king’s personal secretaries used them when they 

wanted to send letters (sassanians, vastasarkhos& Sara Stewart, p.304). 

 But caliphs imitated from Iranians and used post offices. Based on Greek writers its shape didn’t differ from 

what we know about the way Achaemenes administrated a post office. Post office was not allocated to state 

works and it was not related to public letters. Its main purpose was to collect simply and rapidly the letters and 

messages of central government and state agents. They tried to use safe roads and paths to send letters (state of 

nation, government, and Impire, kristensen, p.103). 

 Sassanid society and review of some Sassanid epithets “Andarzbad” was an official epithet used in Sassanid 

era which means main advisor. There are some examples of this status for the city of Ardeshir (Gore) or for an 

etire state such as Sistan (sakestan) (Sassanid society and economy, HosseinYekanrad, p.62). “Andarzbad was 

puhragan” was another high ranking official who had an executive power in royal area (ibid, p.62). 

 “MoganAndarzbad” or mogan advisor was a legal advisor who was one of the highest officials of clergy 

class. This status was different from the status of priest. 

 During Sassanid era, statistician was considered as tax collector or the most important financial officer. The 

root of the word “amargar” dates back to Achaemenes era (ibid. p.63). 

 “Argbad” was a senior title in Parthian and Sassanid era. The root of this word is not known. Two 

acceptable meanings were suggested for the word “Argbad”: the commander of the port and the head of tax 

collector or tax agent. The first meaning seems more plausible. 

  

Conclusion:  

 Based on different investigation we conclude that there was a very large government in Sassanid era and 

this government consisted of regular organizations administrated by different officials. Secretaries administrated 

all state works. The secretary class was divided into several groups and each group had to do his job correctly 

and accurately such as the secretary of treasury, the secretary of tax specified for tax record and tribute 

collection. These secretaries administrated the court. 
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